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2013 is almost
behind us, and it’s
been a pretty good
year for Ports of
Auckland. I would
like to thank all
our customers for
their contributions
this year which
have helped to
make it a success.
Tony Gibson
CEO Ports of Auckland

Looking back on the year a few
things stand out. We finished the
company reorganisation and are now
a much fitter business, with a stronger
focus on customer service and the
creation of a values-based culture that
encourages continuing improvement
and innovation. We’ve made good
progress in lifting our productivity,
with improved processes and a better
labour model, and we’ve developed
a new port master-plan which will see
us well into the second half of this
century. So what’s in store for 2014?
The biggest change will probably
be when our new terminal operating
system, Navis N4, goes live in the
container terminal in the first half of the
year. This system has the potential to
deliver significant productivity gains

both directly and as a platform for
further innovation. Like any big project
it does come with some challenges,
and we’ll be working closely with
customers to do our best to ensure it
all goes smoothly.
We will press ahead with the
expansion of Fergusson terminal,
with the paving of another hectare
of yard space which will allow us to
improve the truck grid layout. We’ll
start building the Fergusson wharf
extension and we’ve ordered a new
tug, with both projects due to be
delivered in 2015. We’ll start the
purchase process for a new quay
crane for Fergusson, taking the
total to six, and we’ll begin scoping
the replacement or upgrading our
straddle fleet. These projects are all

designed to improve our productivity
and prepare for the future growth in
Auckland’s trade.
In January 2014, we’ll be holding a
port open day for the first time in a
few years, with the whole of Captain
Cook wharf open to the public on
anniversary weekend. There will be
fun and games for the whole family,
with displays of port machinery and
boat and bus tours of the port itself. It
should be a fun weekend, I hope you’ll
be able to come along.
To all our customers, thank you again
for your patience and support over the
last few years of change. I hope you
have a happy and restful Christmas
and New Year, and come back
refreshed and ready for what promises
to be an exciting 2014.
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So that we can continue to produce a valued publication we would greatly
appreciate your feedback on Interconnect. Complete the short, 3 question, survey
and go into the draw to win a case of Roaring Meg Pinot Noir.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/Interconnect_Feedback

America’s Cup

Emirates Team New Zealand –
The Pride Of A Sailing Nation
‘It was the best of times, it
was the worst of times, it was
the age of wisdom, it was the
age of foolishness, it was the
epoch of belief, it was the
epoch of incredulity, it was
the season of Light, it was the
season of Darkness, it was
the spring of hope, it was the
winter of despair…’

Charles Dickens was referring to the
buildup to the French Revolution in
his story about two men who looked
similar but were in fact very different.
Bringing this forward to September
2013, the words rang true for a
nail-biting fortnight of America’s Cup
racing between Emirates Team New
Zealand and Oracle Team USA. In
the first week it was ‘game on’ for
Emirates Team New Zealand to win
the oldest trophy in international
sport and bring the America’s Cup
back to NZ. In the second week,
NZ watched with mounting anxiety
as Oracle Team USA flew up from
behind to take line honours and
retain the Auld Mug.
It was a yacht race series that held
all New Zealand in its grip (thanks
largely to excellent television
coverage) and especially people
in and around Auckland and Ports
of Auckland who had seen the
magnificent flying multi-hull, the
space-age SC72 wing sail ‘cat’,
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launched in Auckland and training in the
Waitemata Harbour.
An Emirates Team New Zealand
sponsor for over a decade, Ports of
Auckland was engaged on the 2013
America’s Cup shipping programme
from early 2012 with raw materials
coming in to NZ and World Cup series
boats and gear going out. Much of that
was containerised but the massive out
of gauge individual components of the
catamaran itself – the 140ft aerofoil
wing sail, the spectacular multi hull –
presented major loading challenges
– all of which were capably and
professionally dealt to by POAL and
Maersk, the official Emirates Team NZ
shipping service sponsor.
Meanwhile the Defender, Oracle Team
USA, was also shipping most of its
NZ-built AC72 through POAL since
much of that craft was built by Oracleowned Core Builders Composites in
Warkworth north of Auckland. Official
supplier to Oracle Team USA, Hamburg

Sud supplied all shipping and
logistics services to Oracle working
in with Ports of Auckland and Oracle
‘in a case of excellent team work’
according to Hamburg Sud NZ
General Manager Simon Edwards.
Oracle has yet to indicate what
format the next America’s Cup will
take but it seems likely they will
stay with the super-fast multi hull
design. Can New Zealand find the
ambition and the resources to mount

another challenge? Over 11,000 fans
lined Ports of Auckland wharves to
welcome home Emirates Team New
Zealand in September. They, along with
another few million Kiwis, have already
shown their support – as has the NZ
Government: “This country and this
Government stands ready to be part
of the next America’s Cup” announced
Steven Joyce, Minister of Economic
Development, to the crowd welcoming
Emirates Team New Zealand home.

Operations Review

Truckers Opting For
Auto-Entry At POAL

Antony De Pont
POAL Gate Operations
& Document Manager

Since the introduction of VBS (Vehicle
Booking System) six years ago, the
spotlight has been trained on Ports
of Auckland’s Gate Operation. It is
through the Gates at both Fergusson
and Bledisloe Container Terminals that
almost all containers must go – on their
way in and on their way out of the port.

resource allocation and for container
handling in the yard. For the transport
companies, it enables them to plan
the use of trucks and equipment while
exporters and importers know when
to expect container arrival for load or
unload enabling them to plan daily
warehouse schedules more efficiently.

of containers through the port, using the
auto process. Because Gate automation
is only going to increase, POAL early in
2013, instigated a Six Sigma Project – a
problem solving process for improvement
- to ascertain what was preventing uptake
of the automated entry process and how to
increase it.

The focus on the Gate and its autoprocessing Kiosks, has intensified of
late; as the portal to port productivity,
POAL’s Gate Operation is being primed
for full automation – a development
that will be activated following the
implementation of POAL’s new
Operating System in 2014. Before that
can happen, a number of upgrades and
improvements are underway.

VBS has had its ups – and its downs:
it has more or less resolved the peaks
and troughs imbalance and it continues
to drive improvements in truck
turnaround times. As a system VBS
continues to evolve.

POAL Gate Operations and Documentation
Manager Antony De Pont, outlines
the findings of Six Sigma and Ports of
Auckland’s responses:

In partnership with the Road Transport
Forum and with the support of the
transport companies, VBS was originally
introduced as a mandatory system, to
address the imbalance of peaks and
troughs of truck time arrivals at the port.
It was also a mechanism to handle
growth and to improve truck turnaround
time at the port.
Overall it was designed to bring benefits
to all parts of the supply chain. From
the port’s standpoint, VBS enables
more efficient planning in terms of both
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AT THE KIOSK
More recent focus has been on
encouraging trucking companies to use
the automated Gate entry process at
the port. In this process, containers are
pre-advised online and a unique 4-digit
pin is allocated for each one which
allows the truck driver to go directly to
the Automated Gate Kiosks at Fergusson
and Bledisloe Container Terminals and
gain access to the port using the pin
rather than going to the R+D office to be
processed to enter.
Although this system too has been
in place since 2005, the uptake has
been disappointing with only 12%

• “The first ‘reading’ showed many trucking
companies were arriving almost on
time for their VBS slot but not quite. We
worked out that the allocated slot was
too narrow so we enlarged it by doubling
the slot time window, for trucks using
the automated kiosk, to three hours.
That gave drivers an increased one hour
flexibility either side of their slot rather
than 15 minutes.
• Another deterrent was that the system
had focused on automating entry for full
containers and didn’t allow pin auto-entry
for empties. To encourage kiosk use we
have made a simple systems change
to enable users to preadvise and pin
containers they previously couldn’t, such
as export empties.

• We discovered the Kiosks were
unreliable – there’d be paper jams
and other problems that indicated
inadequate maintenance; the screens
were hard to read if it was raining
and there weren’t enough Kiosks. We
now have five Kiosks: we have one
outdoors at Fergusson and two inside
– one at the new Road Office in case
it’s raining too hard to see the screen
on the outside unit and another one
inside at the old road office where new
users can be shown how to use the
system. There are also now two Kiosks
at Bledisloe Container Terminal. And
we’ve also increased maintenance on
the Kiosks.”
He reports that following the upgrades
there has been a pleasing initial increase
in trucks using auto entry from 12.5%
to 50% of all trucks into the port. This
project was done in close collaboration
with industry representative group,
National Road Carriers. National Road
Carriers representative Nicola Tapper
had the following to say about these
changes: “It was great to work with Ports
of Auckland on this project which has the
potential for increased productivity, for
both POAL and the trucking companies,
through real time savings resulting
from the use of the automated services

available. The resulting increase in use of
the kiosks is a good example of how a
campaign using education and rewards
can get user buy in and achieve the
desired outcome.”
To attract the remaining 50%, the Port
is pushing home the fact that auto-entry
can save as much as 10 minutes: using
the manual system, a truck driver parks
his truck, gets out, walks to the Road
Office, undergoes processing, walks
back to truck – all taking between 10-15
minutes. Using the auto-entry Kiosk
system, the driver drives alongside
the Kiosk, enters the pre-advised pin
number, gains access and drives through
– all of which takes no more than two
minutes. In other words a ten minute
time saving. POAL is working on system
changes that will enable users to preadvise and pin all container types to gain
auto-entry which would mean further
time savings for trucking companies.
With new technology being introduced
soon, Antony De Pont forecasts a
substantial increase in auto-Gate-entry
uptake by the trucking companies. “Once
we have the new Port Operating System
in place we can push straight ahead with
installation of technology advances for the
Gate and Kiosk operation.”

POAL News

In one of its biggest undertakings to date, Ports of Auckland is
preparing for major surgery. In what has been compared to a heart
and lung transplant, the Port Company is poised to replace its
terminal operations system. The brand new, latest technology N4
replacement, is designed to provide the technological support that
POAL needs to adapt to changes and needs far into the future.

POAL Goes
Under The Knife
As POAL Manager Commercial
Relationships Matt Kidman explains, the
port operating system runs the port: “It
gives the direction to drivers, equipment,
containers, machines – what to do and
where to go; it runs the physical side
of port operations and accounting and
billing systems; it monitors and charts
performance levels. And so, as well as
being the heart and lungs, it’s the eyes and
ears of the port as well; it’s everything: it’s
‘the business’!”
The new system selected by POAL, Navis
N4, will replace the current operating system,
Navis SPARCS 3.7 which has been running
at POAL for 15 years. “During that time
we’ve loaded it up to the hilt by adding bits
and bolting on refinements but now it’s ready
for retirement. We had to bite the bullet and
accept that there is simply no way we can
move forward with the old system”.
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N4 brings the Port a new, modern platform
to accommodate the latest technology that
will enable the port to grow, to move forward,
to achieve its ‘world standard’ goals. Its
implementation is scheduled for mid 2014
after what Matt Kidman says will be a ‘very
thorough test period starting from now’.
“Unfortunately installation has to be in
a ‘big bang’ approach as we can’t run
two systems concurrently. We will be
testing N4 over an extended period in
a test environment using mock data to
repeatedly check every aspect for bugs”.
He says the Port has the advantage of
learning from others’ experiences and their
feedback. POAL’s team of testers was on
site at other ports when they went live with
N4. They say the most common issues are
the interfaces between the N4 system and
the bolt-on systems, such as EDI. At POAL
these are the interfaces that will be the
focus of intense testing.

“After analysing all those experiences,
we are hoping when we flick the switch
to go live with N4, that there will in fact
be no ‘big bang’ at all and that impact
on customers will be limited! We’ll be
looking for a seamless transition from
the old system to the new” forecasts
Matt Kidman.
Designed to enable the Port to work
smarter and to increase productivity,
N4 will enable a number of existing
initiatives to realise their full potential as
well as providing the platform for new
developments. Improvements at the
Gate will be among the first obvious
signs after go-live of N4 when OCR
technology will be rolled out.
POAL will be the first port in NZ to
introduce OCR – Optical Character
Recognition - which at the Gate will
totally automate container delivery and

collection from and through the Gate to
the Grid and out.
It will also be applied to cranes, for
straddle positioning and acquisition
– bringing full automation to ensure
highly accurate positioning for loading
containers as well as automating
discharge and doing away with manual
check-off procedure.
Matt Kidman confirms the Port has been
presenting N4 to customers for some
time now: “We are continuing to engage
with customers about the new system
in a series of presentations designed
to help both parties understand what
is required to build a system that
provides a seamless service that will
meet our customers’ current and future
needs while improving our own internal
efficiency and productivity”.

The NZ Supply Chain
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FIGS – The Picture Tells All
For many years the NZ
ports and shipping industry
and indeed transportation
generally, has been hidebound
to a large extent by a lack
of independent, reliable
and consistently collected
industry statistics and data.
By comparison with Australia
where the mandatory supply
of such information by ports
has produced ‘useful’ workable
stats for years, NZ has lagged
a long way behind. Finally
– and not before time – the
NZ Ministry of Transport with
Statistics NZ information, has
produced FIGS – the Freight
Information Gathering System.
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Its aim is to provide reliable,
consistently collected data about
NZ freight movements to enable
informed decision-making by
government. It also aims ‘to allow
for the long-term tracking of freight
movements and provide data for
modelling potential changes in
freight movements including intermodal shifts, port concentration
and bigger or higher productivity
vehicles’.
Although it has been in the
incubator since 2010, FIGS has now
come ‘out of the closet’ to reveal
for the first time, the most accurate,
comparative picture to date of NZ
ports and shipping and while that
picture is not as yet comprehensive,
it is enlarging all the time with the
addition of data coverage of other
sectors.
What FIGS does is build on
information currently provided by
Statistics NZ, to provide first-time
valuable information on NZ freight
movements. According to MOT, the

quarterly reports (free of charge)
‘follow a consistent collection
methodology to allow for tracking
movements and trends across
time’.
At present the Reports, available
on the MOT website, contain data
from NZ’s 10 largest container
ports. These ports including Ports
of Auckland, feed data into the
FIGS system which then churns out
information under various headings
such as Port Activity. Here we can
look at Vessel Rate, Ship Rate,
Crane Rate – all of which gives a
clear performance measure. We see
container types and commodities
carried per container type; we
see Loads and Discharges, Full
and Empty – and in being able to
see the whole picture, we note
that things are not always as they
seem e.g., in the June quarterly
2013 Report under Container
Loads & Discharges Full & Empty,
we see POAL 499,128, Tauranga
534,125. However, when we look
at the next graph for Container

Loads & Discharges Full we see
a different picture: Auckland
397,035, Tauranga 371,238
indicating Tauranga’s total
container throughput includes
a higher volume of empty
containers.
The Reports include rail data
provided by KiwiRail and Oil as
carried by Coastal Shipping.
In the future MOT says FIGS
will be expanded to include
road freight and work is also
being done to enlarge the bulk
coastal picture with coverage of
bulk cargo generally. There are
plans to include all of NZ ports
and to publish ports’ financial
performance information. MOT
says it is actively working with
contributing ports to improve on
current measures used to rate
productivity.
For further information on
FIGS go to: www.transport.
govtnz/ourwork/sea/FIGS
Page 4 of 46

Over the past year Ports of Auckland has continued its interaction
with the local community. While operating as a business, as a
central city port, POAL is focussed on being a good neighbour.

POAL in the Community

Community
Minded
FACTS
• Dividends from Ports of
Auckland help keep rates down.
• Over 70% of POAL’s freight
comes & goes from the
Auckland region.
• The Upper North Island is
growing fast. Surveys indicate
it will need all three ports –
Auckland, Tauranga & Whangarei
– to handle freight growth.
• POAL is ready to take larger
ships – no dredging required.
• POAL has good road & rail links
with capacity for future growth.

In 2013 Ports of Auckland has
continued its sponsorship of a number
of important events and added a few
more. The largest and most historic of
its sponsorships is the annual Ports of
Auckland Round The Bays fun run. In
March 2013 over 70,000 participants
enjoyed perfect weather for the 41st
fun run around Auckland’s picturesque
waterfront. Proceeds raised from
the run of over NZ$120,000 went to
YMCA Auckland, Auckland Cystic
Fibrosis, Choice Foundation Stand Tall
Programme, Variety Club, Make A Wish
NZ and Fairfax First Books.
The Sponsorship Programme also
includes Auckland Anniversary Day
Regatta, TriAuckland, Ironman 70.3
Auckland, Onehunga Community
Festival, ANZAC Day Lights Out,
Auckland Heritage Festival, Auckland
Central Business Excellence Awards,
Atamira – Maori In The City and SeePort.
POAL has traditionally played a big part
in Auckland’s Anniversary Weekend
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celebrations. The 2014 weekend of 25
- 27 January will see the introduction of
SeePort - an open-day event running over
the three days when Captain Cook Wharf
will be opened to the public with various
fun activities, food stalls and booths that
provide information on the port and the
shipping industry.
The Auckland Central Business
Excellence Awards were held in
November and congratulations are due
to all the finalists particularly in the Ports
of Auckland sponsored Excellence in
Exporting category sponsored by Ports of
Auckland. The winner of the Excellence
in Exporting category was SmallWorlds
By Outsmart 2005 – a virtual world aimed
at the teenage market. Other companies
in the running were Clearpoint Ltd –
an international IT services company
specialising in architecture and design;
Manuka Dr – a natural beefriendly,
purified bee venom and manuka honey
beauty and skincare company and Vend –
a Cloud-based point of sale provider.

NEW LEASE OF LIFE FOR ICONIC
SHED 10
The historic Shed 10 on Queens Wharf
had a great new lease of life in 2013 not
least during the exciting America’s Cup
programme. That was followed by the
Auckland Heritage Festival when Shed 10
was the centre of entertainment, guided
tours and festival highlights.
Built in 1910, Shed 10 is the only original
building that remains on Queens Wharf
which is a key part of the early history and
development of Auckland city. The venue
for ceremonial events and royal visits and
some of the most significant industrial
disputes of New Zealand history, Queens
Wharf also played an important role as a
major export/import hub.
This year Shed 10 was totally refurbished
to become Auckland’s primary Cruise
Ship Terminal as well as doubling as
an events space. As a cruise terminal it
opened its doors first in early October
2013 with the start of the new cruise

season and the arrival of the Sea
Princess – the first of up to 90 cruise
ship calls expected into Auckland in the
2013/14 cruise season. The opening
of Shed 10 as a cruise terminal with
its mobile gangway enabling faster
transfer of passengers, significantly
increases Ports of Auckland’s cruise
passenger capacity with Shed 10
capable of handling a 5,000 passenger
turnaround while Princes Wharf now
becomes the back-up cruise terminal
capable of processing up to 3,000
cruise passengers. POAL Marine and
Cruise Manager Leigh Robins, confirms
there will be several occasions over
this season when two cruise ships will
arrive at the same time. “We are already
NZ’s major cruise and premier Cruise
Passenger Exchange port. With the
two Cruise Terminals we now have the
important advantage of being able to
handle two cruise ships simultaneously.”

The new Cruise Gangway

Market Round Up

News
& Views
on New
Zealand
Shipping
Trades
DID YOU KNOW:
• NZ is the only country in the world
to have a Free Trade Agreement
with all three ‘Chinas’: China, Hong
Kong & Taiwan.
• Forecasts indicate that
containerised cargo will reach
87% by 2017.
• Freight forwarders today control
over half of all containerised
freight movements.
• In his new book Port Business,
Jurgen Sorgenfrei states
that it is a truth universally
acknowledged that a nation’s
economic competitiveness is
increasingly linked to its ability
to export & import goods from &
into a productive, efficient & cost
efficient port.
14

POAL Welcomes
New Services
September saw the arrival of two new
shipping calls for Ports of Auckland:
the first from existing customer MSC
with its seven 3,100-3,500 TEU vessel
Capricorn service which is now calling
Auckland weekly on the NZ/Australia/
South East Asia service. On the same
trade, a new weekly service calling
POAL is operated by the newly formed
Vessel Sharing Agreement (VSA) by
ANL and newcomers to the NZ trade,
APL and Hanjin Shipping. With two

ships from each line in the 2,200- 3,500
TEU range, the six vessel weekly
direct call rotation is Singapore/ Port
Klang/ Brisbane/ Sydney/ Auckland/
Tauranga/ Brisbane/Singapore/ Port
Klang. POAL Chief Executive Tony
Gibson welcomed the services saying
that Auckland had traditionally been
an import-dominant port “but these
two services also offer us great export
potential between Auckland, Australia
and South East Asia”.

Maersk Buying Larger Ships
But Reducing Capacity
Maersk Line has invested in 20 new
vessels of 18,000TEU – 16% more than
its largest container ships to date. The
first of the Triple-Es was delivered in
June. All the newbuilds will be deployed
on the major Asia/Europe trade.

The fuel-efficient, low- pollution TripleEs have been designed for optimisation
at low speed. Despite taking delivery
of the large ships, Maersk says it is
taking steps to control capacity in an
environment where current Asia/Europe
rates in particular are not sustainable.

Appointments
Recently announced shipping and related
appointments include the departure of
Maersk Line’s Managing Director in NZ,
Julian Bevis to his former ‘stamping
ground’ in south Asia – this time to
Delhi where he takes up a new position
managing the AP Moller-Maersk Group’s
government relations in the region. He is
replaced in Auckland by Gerard Morrison
who has worked with Maersk since 2006
most recently as Sales Director Maersk
Line Australia.
On his departure from NZ, Julian Bevis
has been replaced as NZ Chair of the
International Container Lines Committee
by Noel Coom, General Manager of
ANL Container Line NZ – the local arm
of French shipping Group CMA CGM. A
veteran of the NZ transport industry, Noel
Coom has previously held senior executive
positions with ANZDL, Sofrana Unilines,
Tranz Rail and KiwiRail.

Line
Appoints
NZ Agents
Also making its first appearance in
NZ, Hanjin, Korea’s largest and one of
the world’s top 10 container carriers,
is calling its new service AAZ (Asia,
Australia, NZ). Hanjin has appointed
ISS McKay Shipping as its NZ agent.
The Line Manager in Auckland is
Raewyn Corsor.

Julian Bevis

Another industry veteran Paul Harper
has taken on the mantle of Executive
Dean Maritime for Manukau Institute
of Technology replacing Tim Wilson.
After a career in logistics, shipping and
rail management along with a marine
engineering chair at NZ Maritime School,
Paul Harper is presently a Director of Port
of Napier and of Netlogix.

Gerard Morrison

Pacific
Island
Trades
Neptune Pacific Line has bought a
50% stake in Pacific Forum Line (PFL)
which was acquired by the Samoan
Government late in 2012 when it
purchased the shares of 11 other island
nation stakeholders. Part of Ross
Global, a reportedly multi-billion dollar
international company headquartered
in Los Angeles, Neptune has been
awarded a ‘controlling interest’
presumably to run the operation.
The two lines serve 12 Pacific Island
destinations, NZ and Australia and say
that they will maintain both brands in
the market.
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